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Environmental impacts of loggingBird migration
among afterward ability
aquatic along able to determine
bark arrive accumulate
beneath as long as you like actually
benefits aspect adaptation
birds autumn air
branches breading areas
deal careful can cause
environmental consider condition
eroded disturbance desert
extend diurnal determine
forest donation dry
habitats endure edges
hiding entirely enough
hold on entrance evaporation
impact gift shop exactly correct
insect I'd like to fringe
keeps imagine harsh
leaves imperative hold on water
leaves just let's talk
nest labor lose
notice lead moisture
owl leave moisture
pollute maintain nest
protection meet plant
rain migratory pores
rives nocturnal prolific
root number of quite
shade observation rain
soil observer rapid
squirrels opportunity root
summer sun particularly sparse
terrestrial pass through species
tiny prevent still extreme
trees purpose
trunk remind swing
vanish restricting taken from deep on the ground
variety sanctuary thrive

species
Peripheral vision in sport spend transition
actions stray off try
also stray off various
always study water
anticipate take a look
apply teat Uses of Leisure time
athletes trail according
back and forth volunteer actively
ball walk actually end up feeling
be aware warm adult
boundaries wetland among

Plant life in Taklimakan

stressor

throught
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coordinate winter avoid
could make his move choose
directly History of the circus dementia
entire game admitted engages
eye although gardening
focus animal good deal of research
indiscernible audience healthier
know brief history intellectual
leisure century mind
maneuvers circus ring obvious
pay attention clowns pass times
performance entertainment physical
peripherals even meet popular
ready to respond ever since puzzles
rest exotic animal range
scan all court famous parade reflection
shoot fever rejuvenated
talk fewer performer satisfaction
unconsciously filled spend
vision followed by dancer on horsebackstudy after study
visual range grandeur suffering
whats going on has always put on tend
whole hold on your ticket uses

let's go out variety
First headlamps may get chance to meet
although most popular part Electric car around the globe
became original owner accelerated

ownership brand new station
clearly performers east
could not to be kept away permanent spot globe
crowded popular huge
delay rest improvement in traffic situation
despite right here its a growing suburban area
dirty show has been reduced by sizelet's take a look at the map
disaster since then lunch
early trainer rural
efficient up close spans
felt safe rides venue still exist here
few was founded suburban
frequency there's been market
from the rest of train Major subways of Europe through
generally centerpiece urban
improved deep with a lot of sprawl
increasingly discussion
initial explain
involved intrinsic
lacked major
laid mention
means of transportation organize
method release steam
other available shield

centure
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railroad steam engines
rough surface
smoke to dig
society to pull
talk to worry
vulnerable track
were mean of tunnels
worth vents

worldwide
Origins of writing
a great deal Dancing in Hawaiian culture
agricultural altar
ahead ancient
ancient aren't they part of traditional costume?
answer because that's part of what we learning about
be aware but we can evoke feeling
clay tablet and token costumes
contributing
donated did we decide to use?
encompasses drums and chants
excavation elaborate
exhibit energetic
explain evoke
fascinating garlands
for sale graceful
I mentioned earlier grass
it's interesting to note I don't think they should to elaborate
items I guess
myth I guess that wouldn't be hard to do
mythology I suppose so
origin I think floral decoration would work
recent
scholars leis
similarities and differences among themlet's start to practicing
things paper
uncovered practice
we'll talk about later remember
writing skirt

sways
Nurse migration
estimate that's a good idea
2015 (twenty fifty) that's really important
applicants the dance that we going to demonstrate
bulk to avoid stereotypes
causes we can't forget to actually practicing
choose we have to get ready for
considering we will have to spend some time on creating altar
decade we've learned about Hawaiian culture
decline yeah, there are, we can
degrees
despite The art of mime

costumes that look like tapa bark

I think the tapa skirt are enough

tapa bark
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doctor ability
following high school almost
future audience
generally believe
graduate but its all done in humorous way
health carry out without the use of props or languages
however characters involved in some sort of conflict
in order to qualify climbing the stairs
licensing gestures
lower humorous way
offer illusion
parse interesting with
percent involved
professions meant to make audience laugh
qualified mime is a type of performance
required mimes may act out stories in which portray diff characters
rest object are present than in reality they're not
several outline of shape
situation skillfully
soon some sort of may act out
stems the ability to make audience believe
still the story usually characters
vacant they portray portray characteristics
variety to interacting with imaginary object
the situation stems from variety of causes
the situation will change soon
in the future all nurses will be required to have a degree in order to qualify for professional job

Aerobic Exercises and brain health
however, we can help you with this issue your doctor wants you to work on
also but you, of course, are much too young for that
beginners do you have a referral?
benefits doctor thought that exercises would help me
certainly how may I help you?
cognition I need to get some exercises
decrease I think we'll be able to help you with this problem
dementia I would improve my mood
depressed I'm interesting taken yoga class
elderly I've been felling depression
fitness I've been getting a little heavy
gain I've been taking
heavy I've taken other class previously
hospital just let me take down your information
issue we also work with elderly here
mood what kind of classes were you interesting in?
previously why are you interesting exercises class with us now?
referral
regular How drugs are studied
stave off ascertain
suffering at regular interval
take down information carefully monitor
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take yoga class certain substance
trainer certain type
weight culture
yoga experiment
you've taking investigation

is due soon
is grow
record
research
research assignment
so the first thing
I'm ready to get started
It's fairly straightforward, isn't it?
the professor is outline
we have to do is grow
we should take take turns doing that
we'll have to ascertain whether there are any changes
we'll have to describe the outcome
we'll have to introduce
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